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1. BACKGROUND - EOR Detection



supposing the spectrum 

of foreground is smooth

Wang Xiao-Min et al. (2006)

Separation Methods



Current Separation Methods
supposing the spectrum of foreground is smooth

 Parametric Estimation Methods
Supposing a function, such as

But… smooth ≠ certain function

 Nonparametric Estimation Methods
PCA, ICA, Wavelet …
（Particle Filter, Unscented Kalman Filter）



(1) Our Galaxy (synchrotron + free-free emissions)

2. Data Simulation Wang et al. 2010, ApJ, 723, 620

(2) Cluster radio halo

(3) Point sources (normal galaxies + starburst galaxies + FRI + FRII + radio quiet + GPS/CSS) 
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3. Bayesian Separation Method
贝叶斯方法提供了一种计算假设概率的方法，它将关于未知参数的先验信息与样本信息

综合，再根据贝叶斯公式，得出后验分布，然后根据后验分布信息去推断未知参数的方法。

归一化常数
后验分布

先验分布（参数假设）似然函数（观测模型）

Likelihood (observation model) Prior distribution

Normalization
Posterior distribution

Bayesian method is used to calculate the probability distribution of unobserved parameters.
It considers both the prior information and observed information, which are used to deduce
the posterior distribution of parameters with the Bayesian Equation. From the posterior
distribution, we can obtain the estimation to the parameters by computing the expectation
(or by using the most probable values or some other statistical natures in some conditions).

http://baike.baidu.com/subview/3935034/3935034.htm
http://baike.baidu.com/view/541856.htm


Method I - Particle Filter

 the distribution is represented by a set of particles; 

 each particle has a likelihood weight assigned to it that represents 

the probability of that particle being sampled from the probability 

density function.



Supposing

1）the Intensities in neighbor channels  follows a 
power-law relation

2）the differences of the power-law indices in neighbor 
channels follows the Student‘s-t distribution

3）reionization signals in neighbor channels are not 
correlated



Hidden Markov Process

100,000 particles => 160 cpu-h

Signal

Measurment

frequency



6mK noise level



60mK noise level，100 pixels mean power-spectrum



Method II - Unscented Kalman Filter

Kalman Filter: 
the filter yields the exact conditional probability 

estimate in the special case that all errors are 
Gaussian-distributed.

Unscented transform: 
using 2n+1 sigma points around the mean to 

represent the distribution.



Linear 
Approximation

Unscented 
Transformation 
Approximation

Särkkä, S. (2013). Bayesian filtering and smoothing (Vol. 3). Cambridge University Press.



supposing
1）the Intensities in neighbor channels  follows a 
power-law relation

2）the differences of the power-law indices in neighbor 
channels follows the Student‘s-t distribution

3）reionization signals in neighbor channels are not 
correlated

Replaced by 
Gaussian with 
small sigma

N



6mK noise level



60mK noise level，1000 pixels mean power-spectrum



Particle Filter

Safe, but Slow

Unscented Kalman Filter

Quick, but has risks (Gaussian distribution, 
choice of sigma points). 

Using both of them to do cross check.



4. Future Work – Equipment Effects

For 21CMA
 cross talk between adjacent frequency 

channels

 cross talk between different antennas

 uv coverage incompleteness

For MeerKat
…
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